Drivers of ED efficiency: a statistical and cluster analysis of volume, staffing, and operations.
The percentage of patients leaving before treatment is completed (LBTC) is an important indicator of emergency department performance. The objective of this study is to identify characteristics of hospital operations that correlate with LBTC rates. The Emergency Department Benchmarking Alliance 2012 and 2013 cross-sectional national data sets were analyzed using multiple regression and k-means clustering. Significant operational variables affecting LBTC including annual patient volume, percentage of high-acuity patients, percentage of patients admitted to the hospital, number of beds, academic status, waiting times to see a physician, length of stay (LOS), registered nurse (RN) staffing, and physician staffing were identified. LBTC was regressed onto these variables. Because of the strong correlation between waiting times measured as door to first provider (DTFP), we regressed DTFP onto the remaining predictors. Cluster analysis was applied to the data sets to further analyze the impact of individual predictors on LBTC and DTFP. LOS and the time from DTFP were both strongly associated with LBTC rate (P<.001). Patient volume is not significantly associated with LBTC rate (P=.16). Cluster analysis demonstrates that physician and RN staffing ratios correlate with shorter DTFP and lower LBTC. Volume is not the main driver of LBTC. DTFP and LOS are much more strongly associated. We show that operational factors including LOS and physician and RN staffing decisions, factors under the control of hospital and physician executives, correlate with waiting time and, thus, in determining the LBTC rate.